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In the dense forest, under the scorching sun, these words of Mark undoubtedly
resembled a ray of light, instantly illuminating the whole heart of the little girl.

For so many years, everyone around, after learning about her abilities, almost regarded
her as a monster and a strange species.

Only the young man in front of her, not only did not alienate her, but comforted her and
praised her as the darling of heaven and earth.

The feeling of being recognized and accepted by others almost made An Qi cry.

In the end, An Qi smiled with tears and nodded to Mark.

“Ok.”

“Brother Mark, An Qi remembered.”

Since the discovery of An Qi’s ability, the next journey has undoubtedly been much
smoother. An Qi sat on the shoulders of the black bear, humming and leading the way
happily.

As for Mark, she was by her side, and under An Qi’s guidance, he gradually went deep
into the rain forest.

“Brother Mark, is the blue-eyed golden eyed pupil you said is really amazing?”

Along the way, Mark talked to An Qi about the blue eyes and golden pupils on her body.

Mark nodded: “Of course.”

“No matter how fierce a beast is, it can almost be easily overwhelmed by your blue eyes
and golden eyes.”

“At that time, thousands of beasts in this world will respect you and take you as the main
thing.”

“You can mobilize a million beasts with just one heart.”



“You can even level a city of tens of millions of people with a single thought.”

“You alone can reach the Million Army Corps.”

“The power of the titled master is just so powerful, right?”

“How many people in this world, in their entire lives, can hardly aspire to the realm of the
titled master.”

“And you are born with the power comparable to the titled master.”

“You said, you are not the darling of heaven and earth, who can be?”

“Those who laugh at you, if they know the magic of your blue eyes and golden eyes,
they will definitely envy you.”

Mark spoke slowly, telling An Qi the power of her blue-eyed golden pupil.

And the more An Qi listened, the happier she felt, and her whole person was also
exuberant, with an unspeakable joy in her heart.

After all, An Qi has always regarded his ability as a trouble, but now, in Mark’s mouth, it
has become so powerful, An Qi is naturally happy.

“Really, Brother Mark?”

“Can I really be that good?”

“Doesn’t this mean that my father and brothers may not be able to beat me?”

Angel could not wait to question her, her eyes glowing with inexplicable light.

For so many years, Angel has spent almost all of her inferiority complex and loneliness.

Now, suddenly discovering that she is so powerful, this little girl can’t hide the joy in her
heart, and she has an inexplicable sense of accomplishment.

Mark smiled and nodded: “However, you definitely can’t do it so well now.”

“Your blue-eyed Jinhua pupil should have just awakened, and the power you exert is
very limited.”

“I guess, now you, controlling two or three beasts, is the limit.”

“Only when you are completely awakened by the blue-eyed Jinhua pupil, and you can
master it proficiently, can you burst out with truly powerful power.”



What Mark said earlier is definitely not a false statement.

In the records of the Yundao Tianshu, the blue-eyed golden-flower pupil is definitely an
extremely powerful and rare special physique.

With his own power, he can control thousands of beasts for his own use. Just think
about it and know what a heaven-defying ability.
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Moreover, according to Mark’s knowledge, on the earth, there have been beasts
comparable to the strength of a grandmaster and even a titled grandmaster.

Once An Qi can also frighten beasts of this level, it will undoubtedly be tantamount to
having one or even several thugs at the titled master level.

This kind of ability, Mark himself, is also extremely envious.

Of course, the current An Qi can’t exert the true power of this blue-eyed golden flower
pupil at all, can only say that it has this kind of potential.

However, this is enough to attract the attention of many people.

“An Qi, who knows about your blue eyes and golden eyes?” Mark seemed to have
thought of something, suddenly turned his head, and asked An Qi very seriously.

An Qi thought for a while, then shook her head: “No one should know.”

“My father and them just thought I was withdrawn and afraid of contact with people, so
they liked playing with small animals.”

“As for the blue eyes and golden eyes, if Mark’s brother told me, I don’t know it myself.”

Mark nodded: “That’s good. An Qi, remember, don’t tell anyone about the blue-eyed
Jinhuatong. Including your parents and relatives.”

“Moreover, don’t use your ability in front of anyone in the future.”

“Otherwise, I am worried that your life is in danger.”

Among the Chumen, the strong are like clouds, and there must be a lot of
knowledgeable people.

Mark’s ability to learn about the power of the blue-eyed golden flower pupil from the
Yundao Heavenly Book does not mean that other people can’t learn it from other places.



As the saying goes, everyone is not guilty, but he is guilty.

Once An Qi is exposed to the fact that she has blue eyes and golden eyes, it will
inevitably not be coveted by some unruly people.

This is definitely not a good thing for An Qi.

Seeing Mark’s sudden seriousness, An Qi’s face paled slightly: “Brother Mark, can’t
even my parents and relatives tell me?”

Mark nodded again: “Well, the fewer people who know the better, the more one knows,
the more risk.”

“Well, Brother Mark, An Qi remembered it.”

Although An Qi still doesn’t understand many things.

However, since Mark’s brother asked her to do this, she did the same.

Although I only met Mark for a few days, An Qi always had an inexplicable sense of trust
with this man.

In this way, Mark and the two continued to go deep into the rain forest.

On the way, it was calm, and until the evening, there were not many people.

Later, they picked an open area, ready to eat something to rest.

However, shortly after Mark and the others stopped, a group of people passed by and
was shocked when they saw such a young two people.

“I’m going, where’s the Guwazi from here?”

“Isn’t he here to find Dollar Lingguo too?”

“Anyone with a bigger fart, dare to participate in the fight for the soul fruit?”

These people seem to be Nordic, with a tall nose and a tall man.

I originally planned to camp here, but I didn’t expect to meet two younger generations,
and they immediately teased.

“But that little girl looks pretty good.”

“I’m not very young, but I’m very fluent.”

“Little sister, what is your name?”



“How old are you this year?”

“Are there any men?”

“If not, look at your brother?”

“Tonight’s night is just right. Taking advantage of the spring sunshine, how about
spending a night with my brother?”

These people looked in An Qi’s direction unscrupulously.

After all, where beautiful women are, they are all eye-catching.

Although An Qi is not very old, she is also 16 or 7 years old. It is her age of cardamom,
and her youthful appearance is undoubtedly more moving.
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